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At last, the Library Media Resources Center is happy to publish this first edition of LaGuardia Faculty Publications! The listing herein, includes only materials which have actually been published. If there is enough interest by faculty, a separate listing will be made of addresses, awards, dissertations, etc.

This issue is necessarily incomplete because it includes only those publications reported to us, and we know that more faculty members have either published recently or failed to report earlier publications. Consequently we consider this a working draft only, and request your assistance in completing and updating it.

A copy of LaGuardia Faculty Publications is being sent to each department/division office and to each contributing faculty member. We plan to revise this publication once a year, preferably during the Fall Quarter. But we cannot do it without your help and cooperation. How can you help? Simple.

--Submit all your new publications promptly to the library.

--Check your entries in every new edition of LaGuardia Faculty Publications (beginning with this First Edition) for accuracy and completeness.

Send all pertinent information to Ms. Gladys Forman at MB12B.
AGBIM, NGOZI


ANDERSON, AVIS O.


ANDERSON, JOANN ROMEO


BERMAN, ALAN


BOLAND, DOLORES


BORIS, EDNA


BORIS, EDNA (continued)


BRADY, DOROTHY


BROWN, STEPHEN J.


BYRD, DONALD


CASTRONOVO, DAVID.


CATO JOHN DAVID


CHAPMAN, JOHN


DUCAT, DIANE


EHRlich, DAN J.


EISENBERG, NORA


FARRELL, CATHERINE


FEDER, IRWIN

FEIFER, IRWIN


---------. Correlates of Staff Morale Associated with the Transition from a Service Agency to an Action-Research Laboratory. New York: Mobilization for Youth, 1966.


FEIFER, IRWIN (continued)


FEIFER, IRWIN (continued)


FELDMAN, LORNA


GALLINGANE, GLORIA


GEORGAKAS, DAN


----------, Associate Editor, 1969 -. Cineaste. (A Film Quarterly) New York: 1967 -

GEORGAKAS, DAN (continued)


GIANGRASSO, ANTHONY


GORDON, SHEILA


GORDON, SHEILA (continued)


GREENBERG, NAOMI


GROMAN, GEORGE


GROMAN, GEORGE (continued)


GROSS, WALTER


HAMADA, GEORGE S.


HAMADA, GEORGE S. (continued)


HEINEMANN, HAROLD


HEINEMANN, HAROLD (continued)


HOBAN, MICHAEL


HULL, ELMYRA


KLEINBERG, JEFFREY L.


KOEPPEL, JEFFREY


LADDEN, ARLENE


LIEBERMAN, JANET E.


--------. "What About Special Theories of Teaching Remedial Reading?" Current Issues in Reading, Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1969, Vol. 13, part 2, pp. 408-413.

LIEBERMAN, RICHARD


MACHESKI, CECILIA


MANCUSO EDWARDS, FLORA


MATTHEWS, ROBERTA

MILLONZI, JOEL CARL


----------. "Work While You Study," *Commonweal,* Vol. 100, no. 6, April 12, 1974, pp. 129-133.

MOED, MARTIN


MUIR, BARBARA A.


MULLER, GILBERT


NAGEL, GERALD S.

---------. "Advocacy Journalism and The Pen Woman."

---------. "Arthur Sherman: Portrait of a Political Man."

---------. "Economics of the Reservation." Current History, December, 1974, p. 245.

---------. "Ex-prisoners Find Hope in East Harlem 'Oasis'."

---------. "How political and Legal Obfuscation is Destroying Bilingual Programs."


---------. "Realities of a Journalism Career vs. Woodward-Bernstein Images." King Features, Inc. (syndication), December 1, 1976.


---------. "Unemployment, Ill Health, Skid Rows of the Plains: Life of the American Indian Today." Current, January, 1975, p. 34.
PATAI, FRANCES


PEEPLES, KENNETH, JR.


REISMAN, LAURIE


ROSSI, NICK

ROSSI, NICK (continued)


ROSSMAN, NEIL

----------. "Integrating a Philosophy Course with Cooperative Education." Access, Vol. 1, no. 4, 1977, pp. 5-6.


SHENKER, JOSEPH


TALERO, ALBERT


TWIN, STEPHANIE L.

----------. "Ethel Perrin." Notable American Women; Supplement, forthcoming.


WIENER, HARVEY S.


WIENER, HARVEY S. (continued)

----------. "Questions on Basic Skills for the Writing Teacher." College Composition and Communication, December, 1977.


WILLIAMS, JOHN A.


WILLIAMS, JOHN A. (continued)


----------. **The King God Didn't Save.** Coward McCann, 1970.


----------. **Sons of Darkness, Sons of Light.** Boston: Little, Brown, 1967.

----------. **This is My Country Too.** New York: New American Library, 1965.